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The erosion of democracy has become increasingly common. Faced with economic and
security crises, democratically elected presidents in Latin America,1 Eastern Europe,2

and Africa3 have used their popularity to introduce constitutional amendments that
destroy the system of checks and balances, hinder free and fair elections, and dismantle
political rights and civil liberties. In Venezuela, Hugo Chávez eroded democracy. Using
institutional reforms, he slowly turned a democracy into a competitive authoritarian
regime. In Colombia, Alvaro Uribe tried to do the same, but failed. Despite his efforts to
undermine the independence of courts and congress, and the fairness of elections,
Colombia’s constitutional order remained fairly strong. Why, despite similar circum-
stances, do some presidents successfully erode democracy, while others fail?

The literature on democratic reversals has often thought of transitions away from
democracy as dependent upon institutions,4 economic development,5 or state strength.6

Contrary to these approaches,7 I highlight the role of the opposition. Democratic erosion
is a transition from democracy to autocracy that happens over time, giving the
opposition several opportunities to respond. The goals and strategies it uses to fight the
president’s initial attempts to undermine checks and balances are, therefore, critical to
better understand these leaders’ ability to successfully increase the powers of the
executive and extend their time in office beyond a second term.

If the opposition uses institutions or extra-institutional strategies with moderate goals
to fight the government, it keeps its legitimacy domestically and abroad. It reduces the
incentives and increases the costs of repression, allowing the opposition to keep some
presence in the legislature and be better equipped to repeal more aggressive reforms down
the road. If, however, the opposition retaliates outside institutions hoping to oust the
president before the end of his constitutional term, it loses legitimacy domestically and
abroad. Such a response increases the incentives and decreases the costs of repression,
providing the president with more leeway to remove opposition leaders from office,
prosecute or jail them, and enough support to push for more aggressive reforms.
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To assess this argument, I use eighty-eight semi-structured interviews with judges,
politicians, journalists, and academics, as well as archival research in congress8 and
newspapers9 to trace the dynamics of democratic erosion in Colombia and Venezuela.
The evidence suggests that during the first years of Chávez’s (1999–2013) and Uribe’s
(2002–2010) governments, opposition in both countries had some institutional leverage.
The Colombian opposition used that leverage to protect their institutional resources and
eventually stop Uribe’s second reelection reform. The Venezuelan opposition forsook
that leverage and chose extra-institutional strategies hoping to remove Chávez from
office instead. The latter cost them the institutional resources they had and helped
Chávez advance more radical reforms.

This article makes three contributions to the literature. First, unlike most
approaches to democratic reversals, my theory highlights the importance of opposition
tactics and goals. I provide a more nuanced understanding of democratic erosion that
distinguishes it from classic breakdowns, analyzing it as a process rather than a one-
shot game. In doing so, I move away from accounts that see democratic breakdowns
as inevitable once an authoritarian leader attains power and provide insights on the
role of opposition forces in protecting democracy today. Second, most accounts of
transitions from and to democracy collapse actors’ strategies and goals; my argument
separates them. I show how different combinations of these elements have different
consequences on regime change. Finally, even though Uribe marked a watershed
in Colombia’s history, few scholars have analyzed his presidency in a comparative
perspective. This article contributes to the Colombia-specific literature by filling that
gap.

Explaining Democratic Erosion

Existing theories cannot fully explain why some presidents with hegemonic aspirations—
those who want to enhance their powers and stay in office beyond a second
term—successfully erode democracy, while others fail. Theories of regime change have
focused on factors that increase the likelihood that an authoritarian leader attains power.
Structural and state-centered arguments assume that once these leaders are in office there
is little that can be done to prevent a democratic reversal and, therefore, fail to consider
what happens afterwards.

Scholars have argued that lower levels of economic development10 and governance
problems11 increase the likelihood of democratic setbacks. They lead to legitimacy
crises that unsettle democratic institutions, increasing the probability that authoritarian
leaders attain power. These theories help explain why presidents with hegemonic
aspirations are elected in the first place, but are less helpful explaining why some of
them succeed in their attempts to erode democracy, while others fail. Economic
recessions and governance problems shake a president’s hold on power. Once an
authoritarian leader attains office, these issues should decrease his support and his
ability to change the constitution, not the other way around.
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Both Hugo Chávez and Alvaro Uribe came to power in the midst of severe crises.
In 1999, Venezuela faced a drastic economic decline. It had the highest inflation in the
region, stagnant GDP, high unemployment, and public sector deficits.12 In 2002,
Colombia faced a serious security threat. The armed conflict had intensified in the
1990s. After the 1998–2001 failed peace process, homicides, kidnappings, and terrorists
attacks were on the rise.13 In both countries, these situations triggered legitimacy crises.
Traditional parties were seen as equally corrupt in Venezuela,14 and as equally
incompetent in Colombia.15 They could not present themselves as credible alternatives,
which paved the way for Chávez and Uribe to attain office.16

These crises, however, cannot completely explain Colombia’s and Venezuela’s
different outcomes. While in Colombia, the sense of insecurity maintained Uribe’s high
support, in Venezuela, the economic decline decreased Chávez’s popularity. The
president’s inability to fix the economy, before 2004, became a liability to his
government, hurt his support, and put him at risk of being overthrown. However,
Chávez eroded democracy; Uribe did not.

Institutional approaches have also been used to explain democratic reversals.17

Inchoate party systems make electoral politics unpredictable, allowing populist
leaders—presidents with hegemonic aspirations—to gain office.18 Moreover, a weakly
institutionalized party system could also weaken the opposition’s ability to build an
effective response after the president has attained power, and thus help explain why he
is able to erode democracy, while others are not. This factor, however, cannot fully
account for the erosion of democracy. Countries like Peru show that democracy can
flourish amid weakly institutionalized party politics.19 Moreover, both Colombia and
Venezuela saw their party systems decline. After decades of controlling the political
arena, the traditional parties in both countries lost presence at the national level. By the
time Uribe and Chávez became presidents, these organizations were similarly weak
yet,20 only the Venezuelan president eroded democracy.

Alternative institutional arguments suggest that institutions carry regime legacies:
they reproduce norms of democratic behavior that can help prevent presidents from
eroding democracy.21 Indeed a strong and independent Constitutional Court was
essential to prevent Uribe’s reelection for a third term. However, regime legacies are not
path dependent. Even in the presence of strong democratic institutions, switches to
authoritarianism can happen.22 Both Chávez and Uribe faced institutions rooted in
decades of democratic history. Still, Chávez was able to decrease these institutions’
check on the executive and Uribe was not.

Mass-based theories have also been used to explain democratic erosion. At times of
crisis people often turn to strong leaders, putting regime preferences aside.23 In fact,
left-leaning Latin American presidents’ success in eroding democracy is often attributed
to their popularity.24 Regardless of whether it is the outcome of charisma, ideology,25

and/or mineral wealth,26 popular support is necessary for presidents to be able to
enhance their powers and extend their time in office beyond a second term.27 Alone,
however, popularity cannot entirely explain democratic erosion. Uribe remained
immensely popular throughout his tenure. Nevertheless, he failed to uncheck the
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executive and extend his time in office for a third term. Chávez, on the contrary, had
low levels of popularity between 2001 and 2003. Yet, he was able to reduce the checks
on the executive and stay in office until 2013.

In sum, whereas economic development, state strength, institutions, and mass support
are very good at explaining Venezuela’s and Colombia’s vulnerability to democratic
erosion, they are less helpful at explaining why Chávez was able to erode democracy, but
Uribe was not. To better understand this puzzle, we need to take into account the
opposition’s strategic choices, as well as the context in which these take place.

Some scholars suggest that transitions to and from democracy are elite driven,28

that democratic breakdown is the outcome of elites’ strategic choices in response to
crises.29 Like these theories, I emphasize the importance of actors and their choices.
Unlike these theories, however, I pay attention to elites’ choices even after the
authoritarian leader has attained power. I underline the importance of what political
elites do to prevent these leaders’ rise to power, as well as what they do once the latter
become presidents.

Elites’ decisions, of course, do not happen in a vacuum. The international context
has shaped the way in which regimes turn authoritarian today. Autocrats have found
ways to concentrate power without breaching basic international democratic standards.30

Aware of the importance of international support, presidents with hegemonic
aspirations have aligned together and sought each other for support.31 My theory
acknowledges the relevance of international factors in regime change. It underlines
the importance of international and domestic audiences in shaping the president’s and
opposition’s strategic choices. I assume these audiences have a preference for democracy
that motivates authoritarian leaders to keep a democratic façade. Contingent on that
assumption, I argue, some goals and strategies are better than others in preventing
democratic erosion.

Erosion as a Type of Regime Change

I understand the erosion of democracy as a type of regime transition from democracy to
autocracy that happens over time.32 Like classic democratic breakdowns via civilian or
military coups, democratic erosions entail a regime change. Incumbents introduce
constitutional amendments that increase de jure and de facto powers of the president33

and change the electoral rules34 in his favor. Together, over time, these alterations not
only hinder horizontal accountability, but unbalance the electoral playing field,
thwarting electoral accountability as well. They allow the president to extend his time in
office, build artificial majorities in congress, and pack or overturn the decisions of courts
and oversight agencies, enabling him not only to run for two or more terms, but also to
manipulate the electoral process to such an extent that it becomes extremely difficult for
the opposition to defeat him.

A democracy that has undergone erosion, therefore, is no longer a democracy—not
even a delegative democracy35—but a competitive authoritarian regime. It has a
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meaningful competition for power, but this competition is largely unfair. The
government uses its control over state institutions to commit widespread fraud and
repress, harass, or deny critical resources to the opposition to such an extent that the
incumbent has an almost guaranteed win.36

Unlike classic democratic breakdowns, the erosion of democracy, however,
happens over time. In military or civilian coups, authoritarian leaders, once in office,
quickly dismiss elections, ban opposition parties, and/or close congress, courts, and/or
oversight agencies. In democratic erosions, democratically elected presidents with
hegemonic aspirations slowly introduce constitutional amendments that eventually
allow them to neutralize and coopt congress, courts, or oversight agencies. It takes years
before they successfully skew the electoral playfield to such an extent that it becomes
almost impossible to defeat them.

Looking at the Opposition

Because democratic erosions happen sequentially, unlike classic breakdowns, they
provide the opposition many opportunities to respond. Even after the authoritarian
leader is in office, the opposition has institutional (e.g., significant presence
in congress, courts, or oversight agencies) and non-institutional resources (e.g.,
economic resources and ability to mobilize) it can use against the incumbent. How it
uses these resources and what it uses them for are critical to better understand why
some presidents succeed in their attempts to erode democracy—i.e., increase the
powers of the presidency and extend their time in office beyond a second term—and
others do not.

Presidents with hegemonic aspirations are office-seekers with policy interests. They
come to power against seated elites in contexts of crisis. In order to attain their policy
goals, these presidents try to increase their powers and stay in office. To do so, they
could close congress, however, international sanctions increase leaders’ incentives to
keep a democratic façade.37 To avoid triggering a negative international response,
presidents prefer to introduce constitutional reforms sequentially instead.

Initially, these constitutional reforms might increase some of the president’s
powers—increase term limits or allow one reelection—but will likely fail to politicize
state institutions or provide budgetary powers large enough that would seriously
unbalance the playing field.38 As they accumulate, however, these constitutional
amendments become more dangerous for democracy. Later reforms will likely enhance
the president’s ability to enlarge or lock his majority in congress, coopt or undermine
courts, congress, and oversight agencies, and extend his tenure in office again. They will
eventually allow him to politicize and deploy state institutions that deal with electoral
rules or media access and/or give him extensive budgetary powers, effectively eroding
democracy. Together, these reforms will not only enable the president to run for more
than two terms, but, in an environment of unfair competition, almost guarantee that he
will win.
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The opposition, office-seekers with policy interests themselves, wants to stop the
president’s reforms. It can have radical or moderate goals. The first type of goals
embodies a fundamental challenge to the existing political structure, while the second
one calls for “piecemeal” reforms.39 In the case of democratic erosion, the opposition is
fighting a president who, despite his hegemonic aspirations, was democratically elected.
Radical goals are those that aim to end his presidency before the end of his
constitutional term, while moderate goals are those that want to thwart the president’s
project but do not seek to prevent him from completing his constitutional term.

In order to achieve these goals, the opposition can resort to institutional or extra-
institutional strategies. The former rely on conventional political channels: courts,
congress, and elections. The latter fight the government outside these channels,
choosing contention repertoires such as coups, violence, guerrilla warfare, protests,
strikes, or boycotts (see Table 1).40

Individually, neither radical goals nor extra-institutional strategies contribute to
democratic erosion. Together, however, extra-institutional strategies with radical goals
can have negative consequences for democracy. Domestic and international toleration for
the government’s actions is related to the nature of the challenge.41 Institutional strategies
or extra-institutional strategies with moderate goals pose a small challenge to the
government. They preserve the opposition’s legitimacy, increasing the cost of and reducing
the incentives for a repressive response. Conversely, extra-institutional strategies in order
to remove the president pose a big challenge. They jeopardize the opposition’s legitimacy,
lowering the costs of and increasing the incentives for a repressive response.

Regardless of the objectives, strategies that use elections, congress, or courts
convey an acceptance of the established channels of conflict resolution. They are,
therefore, less threatening for the ruling elite.42 In contrast, non-institutional strategies
convey a rejection of the established mechanisms to seek redress. They are, therefore,
more threatening for the ruling elite. Moderate goals, however, decrease the level of an
extra-institutional threat. They leave some space to negotiate and endanger only those
groups whose interests are related to the opposition’s specific claim.43 Consequently,
extra-institutional strategies that espouse moderate goals are less threatening than extra-
institutional strategies that espouse radical goals.

Table 1 Strategies and Goals

GOALS

Radical Moderate

STRATEGIES Institutional Recall Referendum
Presidential Impeachment

Electioneering
Legislating
Lobbying
Litigation

Extra-Institutional Coups, Guerrilla Warfare
Protests, Boycotts, Strikes
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The legitimacy of presidents with hegemonic aspirations hinges on their democratic
façade. The violation of widely accepted norms of political behavior not only risks an
adverse response from the international community, but could also endanger this leader’s
domestic support.44 If the opposition uses institutional strategies, or extra-institutional
tactics with moderate goals, the government has no legitimate reason to “crowd” it out or
push for more aggressive reforms. Even if diminished, the opposition will keep enough
presence in the legislature to protect the very institutional resources the government is
trying to seize.

Elections, courts, and legislatures provide spaces for the opposition to challenge
the incumbent.45 As long as the opposition keeps some presence in congress, it can delay,
modify, and even stop government projects. It can use legislative procedure to obstruct and
lengthen the legislative process, endangering bills with legislative deadlines, enhancing
public scrutiny, and increasing the probability that friends or foes will modify the bill.46

Accordingly, contingent on the procedural tools available, even small opposition coalitions
can tame and slow down reforms that would allow the government to erode democracy.
Even if individual bills pass, this type of obstruction will delay the president’s agenda
enough to protect seats in courts and oversight agencies (or at least some pockets of
support within these), which will prove useful when more aggressive reforms come along.

Extra-institutional strategies with moderate goals can complement these efforts.
They can increase the visibility of the situation and enhance the opposition’s public
support. Often, extra-institutional strategies with moderate goals have proved useful to
mobilize voters and pressure electoral authorities to stick to the true result.47

Contrary to the strategies described above, extra-institutional strategies with radical
goals convey a rejection of the established mechanisms to seek redress and create a
zero-sum game. This kind of challenge increases the government’s incentives to repress,
while reducing the costs of doing so.48 Even if diminished, at this time, the country is
still democratic. The use of an extra-institutional strategy that seeks to oust the president
will be seen as unwarranted domestically and abroad. Such a choice will decrease the
opposition’s international and domestic legitimacy, increasing the incentives and
decreasing the costs to repress. It will guarantee the president some leeway to remove
opposition leaders from office, prosecute, and jail them, risking whatever institutional
and non-institutional resources they have left. The president will then be able to use the
opposition’s diminished legitimacy to gather enough support to push for more
aggressive reforms that the weakened opposition will not be able to stop.49

Venezuela and Colombia: Similar Circumstances, Different Outcomes

The presidencies of Hugo Chávez and Alvaro Uribe were alike in many ways. Both came
to power in contexts of crisis, after decades of democratic stability. In order to promote
social equality and reduce guerrilla violence, respectively, they tried to dismantle the
checks on the executive and extend their time in office beyond a second term. Chávez
introduced reforms that sought to increase the presidential term (1999) and allow for
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indefinite reelections (2007, 2009); reduce the size of congress and elect a new one on his
coattails (1999); gain control over the military (1999, 2002); coopt courts and oversight
agencies (1999, 2004, 2005–2010); and increase his hold over media outlets (2004), the
central bank, and the state owned petroleum company, PDVSA (2003). Similarly, Uribe
introduced reforms that sought to establish two immediate presidential reelections (2004,
2010); reduce the size of, and impeach, congress in order to elect a new one on his coattails
(2002); increase his powers of decree (2003); curtail the powers of the Constitutional and
Supreme courts (2002, 2006, 2008); and coopt courts and oversight agencies.

Despite differing ideologies, Uribe and Chávez were equally populist and
polarizing. Both addressed the nation on weekly TV shows, in which they portrayed
themselves as sole bearers of the state, addressed private and local issues in a
personalistic manner, and depicted those that criticized them as enemies of the state.50

Uribe and Chávez were also equally willing to increase their powers and extend
their time in office. Chávez’s government manipulated electoral rules, threatened
justices and public servants, sometimes forcing them to resign, and harassed journalists
and opposition members. Uribe’s government bought legislators, spied on justices,
journalists, and politicians, made up evidence to falsely convict people who testified
against Uribista officials, and facilitated information to paramilitaries, helping them to
commit crimes against human rights activists, union members, journalists, and leftist
politicians.51 The survival of democracy in Colombia was far from certain until 2010.

Finally, both presidents started off with oppositions that had institutional and non-
institutional resources.52 The Venezuelan opposition had some support inside the military,
control over media outlets, a third of the seats in congress,53 some influence over courts54

and oversight agencies,55 and the ability to mobilize millions of Venezuelans to the
streets. The Colombian opposition had approximately a fourth of the seats in congress56

and some influence over courts and oversight agencies.57 While significantly less than its
Venezuelan counterpart, it also had the ability to mobilize people to the streets.

The Erosion of Democracy in Venezuela

Chávez became president in 1999. Between 2002 and 2005, the opposition, led by
media owners, unions, trade associations, and civil society organizations, thought they
could finish Chávez’s presidency before the end of his constitutional term. Ignoring the
advice of traditional political leaders58 and supported by middle and upper class
Venezuelans, they chose mostly extra-institutional radical strategies to fight his regime59:
a coup (2002), a strike (2003), and an electoral boycott (2005). These tactics provided
Chávez with “legitimate” reasons to prosecute, jail, and remove opposition leaders from
office. They allowed him to “rally around the flag” and push for more aggressive reforms,
which, without institutional resources, the opposition was unable to stop.

The Coup Once elected, Chávez called for a Constitutional Assembly (ANC) in
which the opposition only obtained 5 percent of the seats. The 1999 Constitution,
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enacted afterwards, enhanced some of the powers of the president and increased his time
in office. It reduced the size of congress and made it unicameral, lengthened the
presidential term one year and allowed for one immediate reelection, and gave the
president full autonomy over military promotions.60 The ANC named a, mostly
Chavista, “legislative commission” that dismissed congress members, judges, and
oversight agents, named replacements, and legislated for six months with little
restraint.61

Despite expanding Chávez’s control over key institutions at the expense of the
opposition,62 the 1999 Constitution was democratic and left the opposition some
pockets of support.63 The latter had little leverage inside courts or oversight agencies,
but had influence over PDVSA and won a third of the congressional seats in 2000.
According to Angel Mesa, former member of Acción Democrática, having a presence in
the National Assembly (Asamblea Nacional-AN) was useless for passing legislation or
stopping most reforms, but essential to slowing down what would have been a faster
process otherwise.64

In November 2001, Chávez used an Enabling Law to decree forty-nine laws that
weakened private control over land and enhanced state control over PDVSA. These
laws enraged middle- and upper-class sectors, which, under the leadership of
Fedecámaras (national business association), the Confederación de Trabajadores de
Venezuela (CTV, the largest workers’ union), and the owners of private media outlets
(El Nacional, El Universal, Venevisión, Globovisión, and RCTV ), began to organize
frequent mobilizations asking Chávez to resign.65 The president, in turn, hardened his
discourse, and conflict escalated.66 In April 2002, taking advantage of the president’s
low popularity and the support they had inside the military, opposition leaders
transformed a massive antigovernment protest into a coup d’état. Refusing to negotiate
with moderate Chavistas, they named a temporary government, closed the AN, and
invalidated the 1999 Constitution. These actions backfired: they split the opposition and
rallied Chavista supporters, who brought Chávez back two days afterwards.

The coup had disastrous consequences for the opposition. First, it increased the
president’s domestic support. Whereas in February 2002, 35 percent of Venezuelans
approved Chávez’s performance and 58 percent disapproved it, by June of that same
year those numbers had changed to 45 percent and 55 percent, respectively.67 Second, it
reduced the opposition’s international support. The OAS condemned the “alteration of
the constitutional regime,” and even the U.S., which disliked Chávez, backpedaled its
support.68

The coup also allowed the government to prosecute, jail, and remove from key
institutions important opposition members. Pedro Carmona, Fedecámaras’ president,
escaped prison and asked for asylum in Colombia; meanwhile, Henrique Capriles, an
opposition mayor, was imprisoned in 2004, accused of directing opposition supporters
to seize the Cuban embassy during the coup. More seriously, Chávez used information
gathered during the coup to purge the military. Two generals and two admirals were
charged with rebellion, and by September 2002 approximately 200 officers had been
demoted, fired, or forced to retire.69 According to Eugenio Martı́nez, political journalist
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at El Universal: “The coup gave Chávez the legitimacy, the reasons, and the
information . . . if it hadn’t been for the coup, many people who opposed Chávez would
have stayed in the government.”70 Although the opposition kept, and even increased,
some institutional pockets of support,71 it lost any influence over the armed forces,
which would prove costly in the years to come.

The Strike Right after the coup, the OAS and the Carter Center intervened to get
government and opposition to negotiate. However, both groups saw advantages in
keeping polarization alive.72 The government believed it could further its control over
state institutions, while the opposition believed they could oust the president without
negotiation. Despite agreeing to talk on November 2002, the parties maintained their
radical discourse and escalated their actions.

In December, the opposition called for a general strike (including PDVSA).
Initially, the strike was supposed to last two weeks, but, in an attempt to force Chávez to
resign, the opposition made it indefinite. While this extra-institutional radical strategy
seriously hurt the country’s economy, decreasing the GDP by 4.5 billion US dollars in
two months,73 it failed to force the president to resign. With the help of the military and
neighboring countries, Chávez bypassed the shortages and got PDVSA up and running
by late January 2003. By February the strike had faded away, and by April the
economic situation was back to what it was before December 2002.

The strike further divided the opposition and hurt its support among moderate sectors.
Before the strike, a little over 35 percent of Venezuelans supported the opposition. Later
that year that number dropped below 30 percent. By the same token, before the strike, a
little over 35 percent of Venezuelans self-identified as “independents,” and later that year
that number increased to roughly 45 percent.74 As Américo Martı́n, civil society
representative to the OAS and Carter Center negotiation table, suggested:

They [the opposition] felt strong with the people in the streets. And they hoped that if they
continued with the demonstrations, these would translate into the government’s fall . . . I
said: “. . . I have never seen an indefinite strike, other than to oust the government.” The
indefinite strike . . . weakened the opposition and strengthened the government.75

More seriously, the strike provided Chávez with information and good reasons to
fire approximately 18,000 PDVSA employees and replace them with loyalists.76

PDVSA, which until then had been controlled by the opposition, was therefore lost to
the executive.77 The strike also hurt the opposition’s ability to push for a favorable
agreement at the OAS-Carter Center negotiation table. Before December, the
opposition was strong enough to push for early presidential elections; in February,
it had to settle for an impeachment referendum, which was already in the Constitution
and had been the government’s offer all along.78

Despite the setbacks, the opposition still controlled most of the media, half of the
National Assembly and Supreme Court (Tribunal Supremo de Justicia-TSJ), and part of
the National Electoral Council (Consejo Nacional Electoral -CNE). It used these
positions to denounce and obstruct important government initiatives and rule against the
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president in serious matters. For instance, in August 2002, the TSJ ruled that the coup
was not a coup. They argued that officers who participated in this event had just filled a
“power vacuum,” exonerating them, and, between 2003 and 2004, the opposition in
congress used legislative procedure to delay a bill that sought to coopt the TSJ (Organic
Law of the TSJ) for over a year.79 Even though Chávez’s power and legitimacy had
increased, the opposition’s presence in these institutions still proved able to prevent, or
at least contain, his project.

In other words, by March 2003, neither government nor opposition had won.
Everything depended upon the negotiation table, where the opposition was trying to
speed up an agreement to hold an impeachment referendum that the government did not
want to hold. Before December, when the opposition privileged extra-institutional
strategies over negotiation, pressure from the streets, low petroleum prices, and Chávez’s
weak support might have been enough to push for an early referendum. In March,
however, none of these factors existed anymore. The coup and the strike killed the
opposition’s opportunity to use the streets to push for a better agreement and hindered its
ability to supervise the use of PDVSA resources. With global petroleum prices on the
rise and little restraint, Chávez increased social spending and, with it, his support.

The Electoral Boycott The referendum finally took place in August 2004, after
Chávez had used various legal strategies to push it back. He replaced the directives of
the CNE80 for ones more favorable to the government81 and introduced the Organic
Law of the TSJ, which increased the number of justices and enhanced the Assembly’s
power to dismiss them. The new CNE and TSJ used stalling strategies to delay the
referendum. By the time it took place, the opposition was more divided than the year
before, petroleum prices were rising, and Chávez’s popularity was picking up.
Consequently, the opposition lost.

The defeat demoralized the opposition. Disregarding the moderate faction’s
willingness to accept the defeat and contest the next legislative elections, the opposition’s
radical sector shouted fraud and created an atmosphere that pushed candidates and voters
to abstain. The idea was that an electoral boycott would delegitimize Chávez, forcing him
to resign.82 This extra-institutional radical strategy backfired as well. Instead of losing
legitimacy, the government gained all the AN seats. Poll data suggested that if the
opposition had participated, it could have won about 30 percent of those seats.83

The 100 percent Chavista parliament was essential to speeding up and strengthening
the government’s project and cooptation of other institutions. Between 2006 and
2010, the AN sanctioned twice the number of laws it passed between 2000 and 2005
and did so almost six times as fast. Between 2000 and 2005, it took legislators an
average of 217 days to push a government bill through Congress; between 2006 and
2010, it took them 37 days.84 In its second period, the AN introduced legislation to
further the Chavista project, renewed the CNE and TSJ, replacing opposition rectors
and justices with loyalist, and changed the AN rules of procedure to avoid opposition
obstruction after 2010. In 2007, the government called for a referendum that would
have seriously tightened the control of the executive over state institutions. Although
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the opposition defeated the initiative, the government used its control over congress,
courts, and oversight agencies to launch a second referendum in 2009. The latter
allowed the president to run for indefinite immediate reelections, completing
Venezuela’s erosion of democracy.

The country’s democratic erosion was far from certain in 1999. Between 2000
and 2005 many, including some supporters, believed that Chávez was not going
to last.85 The opposition had enough institutional and non-institutional resources
to negotiate with the government,86 but using extra-institutional strategies to oust
Chávez, they squandered them all. Many interviewees agreed that, had the opposition
resorted to congress, courts, and elections, and avoided the coup, the electoral
boycott, and the strike, they might have been able to stop Chávez sooner or at least
slowed him down enough to prevent Venezuela from turning into a competitive
authoritarian regime.87

The Survival of Democracy in Colombia

Uribe won the presidential elections in 2002 by a landslide. Like Chávez, he repeatedly
threatened checks and balances: he introduced bills that sought to weaken congress,
curtail the powers of, or coopt, courts and oversight agencies, and allow two consecutive
reelections.88 Unlike, Chávez, however, he wasn’t able to erode democracy. In contrast to
Venezuela, the opposition in Colombia opted, mostly, for institutional strategies or extra-
institutional strategies with moderate goals to fight Uribe’s reforms.89 Led by the leftist
coalition Polo Democrático Alternativo (PDA), which skillfully set itself apart from the
guerrilla and its actions, some members of the Liberal Party, worker unions,90 and human
rights NGOs,91 the opposition kept their seats in congress and used rules of procedure to
protect courts and oversight agencies and obstruct the legislative debate. They extended
Uribe reforms’ transit through congress and denounced or manufactured procedural
irregularities. The delays opened up windows to a) tame radical reforms and b) increase
public scrutiny. The procedural irregularities facilitated judicial review by providing
arguments to rule against some of these constitutional amendments. Together these
strategies helped slow down the process by which the executive meant to weaken other
branches of government and helped the Constitutional Court (CC) stop Uribe from
extending his time in office beyond a second term.

To illustrate these mechanisms, I focus on three bills: the Referendum against Bad
Politics and Corruption (2002), the Antiterrorist Statute (2003), and the Reelection
Referendum (2008). These bills were key to Uribe’s attempts to erode democracy. Had
any of these passed as proposed, they would have weakened the legislature, increased
the presidents’ powers of decree, and allowed him to govern for twelve years or more.

The Referendum against Bad Politics and Corruption Uribe sent to congress the
“Referendum against Bad Politics and Corruption” in August 2002. Originally, the bill
called for: a smaller unicameral legislature and new legislative elections; an increase in
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the causes that could remove congressmen from office or disqualify them from
participating in politics; and the abolition of regional oversight agencies.92 The idea
was to use the momentum of Uribe’s electoral victory to push the referendum bill
through congress and get people to the polls. Therefore, in order to meet the turnout
required to enact the bill into law, Uribe needed the referendum to happen soon.93

From the beginning, the bill had the executive’s full support. Against the majorities and
the resources of the president there was little the opposition could do to fight the bill.94

Still, on each of the three congressional debates they demanded that each aspect of the
referendum—all sixteen questions and their amendments—had to be debated and voted
using roll call voting.95 As a result, getting the referendum through Congress took
more time than it would have taken otherwise. Whereas committee or plenary debates
usually take one to four sessions, the referendum debates took, on average, seven
sessions each.

Friends and foes of the project used this time to change the referendum bill.
When it left congress, it no longer proposed immediate congressional elections, did
not call for a unicameral legislature, and proposed to reduce congress by 20 percent,
not 30 percent. The bill lost one of the questions that promised to increase turnout
(congress impeachment) and no longer curtailed congress’ power as much as it did
before. The CC further changed the bill. It dropped introductory paragraphs that could
bias the questions as well as an item that would have allowed voting on all the
questions at once.

The Congress and Constitutional Court’s amendments were critical for the
referendum’s failure, but it was the opposition’s extra-institutional strategies with
moderate goals that finished it off. The latter campaigned for abstention. It did not
want to delegitimize Uribe, but hinder his ability to reach the threshold required for
the bill to pass. Indeed, although the electorate approved most of the referendum
questions, only two of them got the number of votes required. If Congress and the CC
had not modified the bill, however, the opposition’s electoral boycott would have been
less successful at preventing the reform.96

The Antiterrorist Statue According to Colombia’s Constitution (Article 241), the
CC cannot judge constitutional reforms based on their content, but only on the
appropriateness of their design and congressional debate. Consequently, members of
congress who oppose any reform regularly denounce, or manufacture, procedural
irregularities.97 They ask to include their complaint in the official records, as if they
wanted to alert court clerks98 about the irregularity, so that justices can use it to rule
against the bill.

The Antiterrorist Statute is an example of that. This bill sought to make permanent
some presidential decree powers. Uribe wanted to a) allow members of the armed forces
to participate in the recollection and analysis of evidence related to “terrorism,” b) allow
raids and detentions without court orders in cases of suspected “terrorism,” and c)
institute mandatory censuses in regions with frequent “terrorist activity,” without
mandatory judicial review or time limits.99 Had it been approved, this bill would have
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effectively unchecked the executive, which would have been able to suspend some civil
liberties at will.

Due to the popularity of Uribe’s security program, the bill went through five of
eight congressional debates relatively fast. In the sixth debate, in the middle of a chaotic
roll call vote with no quorum, the President of the House closed the session for the day.
An opposition congresswoman appealed the decision based on the fact that the speaker
had not formally brought the voting to a close. Consequently, the president reopened the
session. Immediately afterwards, another opposition congressman claimed that the
results were in, the bill had not passed, and the session was closed; therefore, any other
vote or debate from that point forward violated procedure. The President disregarded the
claim, called for a vote again the next day, and the bill passed.100 Opposition congress
members claimed that there had been a procedural irregularity, left a formal note of it on
the record,101 and restated their claim in the following debates. Although Congress
approved the bill,102 the opposition claim was borrowed by different unconstitutionality
lawsuits and ultimately used by the CC to rule against the bill.103

The CC was essential to block the Antiterrorist Statute; however, it was the
opposition’s institutional strategy that gave the justices enough arguments to rule
against it. They created a procedural irregularity and noted it for the record, providing
key legal resources for advocacy groups that presented lawsuits against the bill. Without
these members of congress it would have been hard for the plaintiffs to realize there had
been a procedural irregularity. Congressional written records only show snippets of
what happens inside legislative debates, and advocacy groups do not have the resources
to attend every single debate. Unless they are duly documented and/or the relevant
parties are tipped off, it is hard for plaintiffs and justices to notice procedural
irregularities. As a member of one of these advocacy groups explained: “Members of
the opposition in Congress are important. . . . Advocacy groups do not have the
resources to follow the debates so, most of the times, the opposition congressmen are
the ones that help. . . .”104

The Reelection Referendum The referendum bill that would have allowed Uribe to
run for a third term was dubious at best. During its transit through congress, the
opposition used rules of procedure to delay and identify legal issues with it. Although
the bill was ultimately approved, the opposition’s complaints raised awareness, rallied
support against the initiative, and provided important information that the CC used to
rule against the bill.

The referendum had time constraints. If Uribe wanted to run for president in 2010,
the bill had to make transit through congress and the CC with enough time to schedule
the referendum before December 2009. The Reelection Committee introduced the bill in
August 2008. Thanks to the opposition’s obstruction strategies, the bill did not leave
congress until September 2009.

During the first debate, the opposition postponed the session a couple of weeks.
They leaked bits of weak evidence about irregularities with the funds used to pay for the
recollection of signatures to support the initiative and required that the heads of the
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Reelection Committee and the National Registrar as well as the president of the
National Electoral Council (CNE) attended the debate before moving on.105 Due to
these delays, the president of the House had to schedule the second debate the last day
of the legislative term (December 16, 2008). In this session, the opposition asked to do
roll call voting for almost everything, voted on ten independent impediments,106 and
even asked for, and duly voted in favor of, a minute of silence for a recently deceased
congressman.107 If Uribe had not extended the legislative term until the next day, the
House would have been forced to wait until February 2009 to vote on the bill.

Once the bill got to the Conference Committee (May 2009), where representatives
of both houses reconcile different versions of a bill, the opposition launched a strong
political and judicial battle to decide who would sit on that committee, pushing the
debate to the next legislative term on July 2009.108 It took almost a month to get the
committee to agree on a version of the bill and another month for the House and
Senate—where the opposition used roll call voting for every matter, including fifty
impediments—to approve it.

The delays had important consequences. They allowed the opposition to collect
enough evidence to support the claim that the money used to gather the referendum
signatures exceeded the legal limits. Using that evidence, they were able to sue the
organizers of the initiative and the congressmen who had supported it. The requests and
lawsuits, in turn, forced the National Registrar and the CNE to produce documents
certifying that the bill did not fulfill all the requirements to go to congress. The situation
turned into a public scandal that disqualified some of the government legislators from
participating in the final debate (Conference Committee) of the bill.109 According to
Germán Navas, senator for the PDA:

I managed to divide the evidence [pertaining to the funding irregularities] into doses to
keep the debate alive. . . .During that timewe began to find the book keeper and themoney
they [Reelection Committee] had used, and the money they were declaring, and how they
were messing with the rules. . . .”110

The delays also helped change hearts and minds. The complaints gave time for serious
scandals that hurt the president’s image to surface. According to Germán Varón,
Cambio Radical’s senator, who opposed Uribe during his second term:

We managed to push forward the decision by eight months, circumstances that, I think, at
the end helped, because these eight months allowed several corruption scandals to surface
and changed peoples’ perception. . . . [They] showed that not everything had been that
good on the side of Uribe’s government.111

The scandals and the complaints from members of congress strengthened the opposition
and attracted those who, despite being Uribistas, were hesitant about the project. Partly
driven by the negative press, a group of Uribistas and non-Uribistas united against the
referendum bill. They used creative campaigns to ask the Constitutional Court to rule
against the project,112 making justices feel more comfortable ruling against the bill.113
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Finally, the opposition’s parliamentary tactics were instrumental in warning those
in charge of judicial review about possible irregularities in the law. The congressional
written records and interventions gave the CC reasons to go beyond the normal review
process and ask for documentation about the bill before it reached congress.114 That
documentation was key to prove that the Reelection Committee had violated the legal
contribution limits.115

If members of congress had not researched and noted the irregularities, it is unlikely
that court staffers or advocacy groups would have been able to find this fraud.116

Although it is possible that the court could have ruled against the bill based on the
theory that there are limits to what congress can reform, this controversial theory often
divides the CC.117 It is easier and safer to rule on procedural irregularities. The court is
more likely to agree on these irregularities, and they are hard to argue against. This is
especially important if a president with considerable popular support backs a bill.
Without the procedural irregularities, the decision would have been harder to make.
Under these circumstances, ruling against the referendum would have weakened the
Constitutional Court’s prestige and made it more vulnerable vis-à-vis a president with
the resources to ignore its decision.

The CC ruled against the referendum only three months before the presidential
elections. Although the opposition in congress had not been able to stop the project in
the legislature, the institutional strategy of delaying and denouncing had proven fruitful.
The court used their arguments to rule against the initiative, and the delays left Uribe
without time to introduce another reform. He had to step down, sparing Colombia from
democratic erosion.

Conclusion

Most studies of democratic erosion have focused solely on the variables that allow
authoritarian leaders to attain power. Scholars often assume that democratic rollbacks
are inevitable once a president with hegemonic aspirations is in office and fail to
examine what happens afterwards. The argument presented above challenges that
assumption. It defines the erosion of democracy as a process and sheds some light on
the mechanisms that allow democratically elected presidents to turn democracies into
competitive authoritarian regimes.

In doing so, this article shifts the focus away from the president and highlights the
role of the opposition in democratic erosions. Most scholars view transitions from and
to democracy as the outcome of regime vulnerability. They claim that only weak
authoritarian leaders fail.118 This article, however, shows this needs not be the case.
During their first years in office, Chávez was weaker than Uribe, yet, the former eroded
democracy, and the latter did not. Rather than focusing on the correlation of forces
between government and opposition, what I claim here is that we should see the erosion
of democracy through the “regime defeat” lens,119 and focus on the decisions
oppositions make. The evidence from Colombia and Venezuela suggests that even if
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weak, those out of power have resources they can effectively use to help protect
democracy today.

This argument is not meant to apply equally across all cases. Democratic
international and domestic audiences and a basic democratic infrastructure are necessary
for opposition strategies and goals to work the way I claim they do. Still, the
implications of this research can help us understand other countries undergoing similar
processes. Radical extra-institutional strategies in Bolivia and illegal strategies in
Ecuador cost the oppositions in these countries institutional and non-institutional
resources, as well as legitimacy domestically and abroad. Although it is hard to predict
if the erosion of democracy would have advanced as it has in these nations if the
opposition had not made these mistakes, this does not mean that democracy would not
be better off if they had not made them at all. Further research should evaluate the
theory in other settings in order to assess other scope conditions and find other
mechanisms by which the erosion of democracy takes place.
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